How this book works
How the units and sub-units work
Each of the four Edexcel themes (see p. 8) is divided
into three units. The topics covered by Units 1–12 are
determined by the exam board. If you are studying for
AS, you need to refer only to the material up to the
end of Unit 6. If you are studying for A-level, all 12
Sub-unit number
and sub-unit title

units are relevant. To see at a glance what is included
in each one, refer to the contents pages (pp. 3–5). Each
unit is further divided into three or four sub-units. A
sub-unit contains two spreads, as shown in a typical
example below.

Three objectives: topic,
grammar and strategy
Two reading tasks —
improve your understanding
of authentic texts and
practise key exam skills

ra

ft

Starter activity — recap vocab
and ideas you already know to
help study the new topic

D

Reading text — learn about the
topic and familiarise yourself with
a variety of practice texts

Strategy box — develop your
language-learning skills and
your exam technique

Grammar task —
practise the new
grammar point in the
context of the current
topic

Translation — practise
the skills needed to
translate from Spanish
into English or English
into Spanish

Two listening tasks —
improve your listening
skills and practise key
exam skills

Research — increase your
knowledge on the new
topic by finding out more
information online

Writing — practise producing
accurate written Spanish
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Grammar box — this
refers you to the
explanation in the
grammar section at
the back and to the
exemplification of the
grammar point in the
reading or listening
passage

Speaking task —
opportunities for
discussion and group
work

What is Unit 13 for?
This is a revisiting unit. If you are taking an A-level
exam, you will need to revise Units 1–6, which you
studied in your first year. Since then, your language level

will have improved, so Unit 13 is based on the same
themes as Units 1–6 but at a more sophisticated level.

Literature and film section
This section is devoted to the study of literature and
film and is divided into 16 taster spreads — one for
each literary work or film listed in the Edexcel
specification. For the AS exam you need to study just
one film or book, while for the A-level exam, you need
to study one book and one film, or two books.
Although you need to study just one or two titles in detail
(depending on whether you are taking the AS or the
A-level exam), there are many advantages to familiarising
yourself with the other titles on the Edexcel list.

ra

ft

One important way to improve your language is to
increase your exposure to authentic Spanish, and what
better way to do it than watching Hispanic films and
reading Hispanic books. As you probably will not have
time to study all the works on the list, why not work
your way through the tasters and decide which ones
you are interested in?
As you work your way through the tasters, you will
gain useful practice in AS- and A-level-style
comprehension questions on reviews, articles and
interviews on the different works. You will also be

introduced to different strategies that help you to
develop techniques for criticising and analysing
novels, plays and films.

D

Research and presentation section
This section is for A-level candidates only. The aim of
the section is to help you with your individual
research project, which you have to present and
discuss as part of your oral exam. It gives you some
ideas about:

l
l
l
l

the sort of subjects you might like to research
how to go about the research
organising the information into a coherent
presentation
preparing yourself for this part of your oral exam

Should I work through the book in order?
It is not essential because the book is organised in
stages of learning. Each sub-unit or spread is pitched
at a certain stage of learning.
If you are in year 12, you are likely to concentrate on
the first two stages of learning: Transition from GCSE
and AS. If you are continuing to A-level, you will be
working from the second half of the book, where most
of the sub-units are pitched at the two higher stages of
learning: A-level and Extension.
The books and films have been separated into AS and
A-level stages of learning to offer a variety of levels of
difficulty in the film and literature section. See the
Edexcel specification for details of which works can be
studied at A-level only.

TRANSITION
Stage
A-Level Stage

AS Stage

Extension
Stage
How this book works
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What do the different icons mean?
This reading task is one of two based on the accompanying text. Usually one of
these tasks is similar to the sort of reading questions you can expect to find in
the exam. The other task helps you with your language learning, e.g. by helping
you to familiarise yourself with new topic vocabulary.

These tasks also come in pairs and they indicate that you need to access the
audio recording to carry out the task (available as a digital file in Dynamic
Learning or in your Student eTextbook). At least one of the tasks is of the sort
you can expect to find in the exam. Transcripts are also provided in Dynamic
Learning and are useful for follow-up tasks.

ft

This involves a translation either from Spanish to English or from English to
Spanish. The length and complexity of these passages is similar to those in the
AS and A-level exams. There is at least one of each sort per unit.

ra

This indicates an opportunity for discussion, which might be with a partner, a
group or with the whole class. You need to get used to explaining information,
weighing up points of view, giving your own thoughts and justifying them in
order to prepare yourself for your oral exam.

D

As you work through the different themes, you are not asked to write essays. This
is because the only essays you have to write in the exam are based on literary
works and films. Most of the times you see this icon, you are asked to produce a
paragraph about the topic you have just studied. These paragraphs will provide
useful revision material. Check each one carefully for accuracy each time.

This indicates some grammar information or a grammar task. Each grammar box
or activity focuses on one or two grammar points for you to learn or revise in
order to be confident before you take the exam.

Strategies are the essential tools you need to use to be an effective language
learner. This icon indicates strategy boxes and tasks throughout to help you
improve your skills such as memorising vocabulary, pronunciation, revision and
many more.

Every unit contains suggestions for online research. Don’t forget to use Spanish
search engines so that you find authentic information from Spanish websites.
This enables you to supplement what you learn from this book with the most
up-to-date information available.
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